A Peak in Darien

Books

Recordings

Farrside Quartet. And Then There Were Three. PRM 467. Farrside Quartet, c/o John Chapman, 63 Musaan Dr., Thompson, Min. RN 122

Angus Finn. Food's Gold. SVPO1. Shelter Valley Productions, 376 Nicholson Dr., Cobourg, Ont. K9A 1A9; <info@sheltervalley.com>; <www.sheltervalley.com>

David Francey. Tidal Screen. JEST005CD. Jester Records, Box 923, #101 - 1001 W. Broadway, Vancouver, B.C. V6H 1J8; <dfrancey@interlog.com>; <www.interlog.com/dfrancey>

Fraser Union. From There to Here. FU 02. Roger Holdstock, 3851 W. 22nd Ave., Vancouver, B.C. V6S 1J8; <henry@xaxion.net>

Lennie Gallant. Lifeline. 02 S0735. Lennie Gallant, P.O. Box 33012, Quispam R.P.O., Halifax, N.S. B3L 4T6; <lennie@chatamobo.com>; <www.chatamobo.com/lennie>; Revenant Records, Hunter River, RR#3, Rustico, P.E.I. C1A INO;

Live. Lennie Gallant (as above); <www.lenniegallant.com>

The Open Window. CK80196. Lennie Gallant (as above); Revenant Records (as above)


Jerry Holland. Crystal Clear. P-0200-CD. Junior Productions, 367 Johnson Rd., George's River, N.S. B1Y 3C1; <jerry@cfracpub.com>; <www.jerryholland.com>